A snapshot of Carolina Parents Council Grants Recipients and their initiatives for the 2020-2021 academic year.

**STIGMA FREE CAROLINA - $1000**
Continuing efforts to de-stigmatize mental health care and wellness.

**SPARK FIRST-YEAR RETREAT - $1500**
Supporting the retreat costs for this co-hort model of support for students of color at Carolina.

**CAROLINA IMMERSION FUND - $5000**
Creating a system for providing funding to students who are seeking involvement that includes additional costs to enage in.

**UNC CAMPUS EMS - $3100**
$3100 - funding initiative to help compliment emergency response to campus students, with trained student professionals.

**THE HELPING HAND PROJECT - $2500**
$2500 - helping fund materials to support their continued efforts in students using 3D printing technology to support kids by making and distributing prosthetic hands.

**RACIAL EQUITY TRAINING SUMMIT - $3315**
Supporting the expenses to bring this training group to students groups via the Campus Y.

**COMPUTER SCIENCE & SOCIAL GOOD - $2000**
UNC Computer Science Students creating resources and support of other student organizations and their needs for technological improvements

**CAROLINA LATINX CENTER PROGRAMMING - $1000**
Supporting initiatives of this newly inted Center on-campus and their programming for Latinx students.

**WELL RIDE - $10000**
A student-led initiative to fund anonymous, safet, reliable transportation to and from off-campus metnal health appointments and services.

**CAROLINA NAVIGATORS - $1000**
Helping fund ressources to help students learn about global cultures and issues without needing to leave campus.

**TELLING YOUR STORY - $1500**
Supporting a television write and speaker Calvin Brown, to address students on how to better tell their story through various media.

**CHAMPIONS FOR CHANGE - $6000**
Fraternity men creating training and events to support a prevention model for interpersonal violence on-campus.

**WOMXN OF WORTH - $1800**
Supporting efforts gathering women of color across the Carolina Community in support of students and their professional development.

**FALL INTO YOUR MAJOR - $1000**
Supporting Academic Advising initiatives to help students find which major or majors will be best for them and their career pather and overall interests.

**HEALTH & HUMANITIES JOURNAL - $100**
Providing support for the journal to move toward an electronic and digital format for easier delivery to readers.